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About This Game

Rogue Star Rescue is a fast-paced roguelite bullet hell shooter with tower defense elements. Shoot your way through diverse
alien planets while strategically gathering traps and resources for the epic boss fights. Defend your planet and stop the

catastrophic Rogue Star from annihilating everything.

The Rogue Star

Our galaxy is about to be destroyed. A massive Rogue Star has formed from the cosmos and is on a direct collision path. It
threatens to vaporize everything. Leaders from planets around the galaxy have assembled a top team of fighters to stop the

Rogue Star at all costs. We are the Team.

The evil aliens from a neighboring galaxy see the Rogue Star as an opportunity to destroy their long time rivals. They learn of
the Team and rush to their galaxy to their plans while the Rogue Star inches ever closer.

The Galaxy

The Galaxy is a collection of diverse planets with strange inhabitants. Choose your own non-linear path through the galaxy and
explore each planet carefully. Planets such as the Terra, Beach, Steampunk, Ice, Desert, Fire, Toxic, and Haunted. The map of

the galaxy is always expanding, with mysteries and surprises around every cover.
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Heroes

Choose from one of the elite team members, each with a personal drive to save their home planet from annihilation. You will
interact with other team members throughout your quest. They may stop by to help you fight on their home planets or contact

you with useful tips about your mission.

Weapons and Items

Discover and unlock dozens of unique items. Collect different combinations of guns and passive items to enable powerful
synergies. You'll find everything from advanced space weaponry to historical weapons and everything in between. On top of

carrying your main gun, you'll also have an arsenal of powerful grenades ready at the tap of a button.

Traps and Defense

While exploring each planet you must gather traps and resources to face an epic boss and his waves of minions. Strategically
place traps that slow, block, push, spike, burn, freeze and shoot at enemies. Upgrade your traps to make them stronger, and

choose specialized attributes based on your player.

Your Choices, Your Ending

Choose which planets you travel to and make important decisions that decide the fate of your galaxy. Each outcome is different.
Will you save the galaxy from total annihilation? Or perhaps be vaporized in the process?
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Title: Rogue Star Rescue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Chute Apps
Publisher:
Chute Apps
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6320 (2*1866) or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7600 GS (512 MB) or equivalent

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Pretty difficult to play and the game's pretty broken. You have to rely on yourself to kill all the bosses, because your party npcs
frequently get stuck in place and sort of just sit there while you alone fight the boss.. It's a puzzle game.

You set up a series of traps and obstacles on a course of your target in order to lead him to the kill-zone, where you plan to
whack him. It's pretty fun and it gets way more challenging after a while... Use your creativity and planning. Study your
objective route, set up your ambush and strike in the right moment.

It's a decent game and I give it a 7\/10.. man i tried to refund this game because i wanted papers please but i guess the hour limit
is 2 now

(i think it used to be 4 and i played this game for 3). Punishes you much too hard for a single mistake and you have to do the
same things over and over and over and over and over again. Especially in co-op, this ruins the fun.

Otherwise a really neat game with cool mechanics.. i was looking forward to this game for quite some time. i find it sad that i
have to give it a critical review for the time being. i had only played the game for a few moments before i realized that the
movement and navagation system is broken. in order to look around the environment you must completely move your body,
which for a VR game can be expected, however when you do so, the movement controls do not reorient themselves to the
player's new perspective, rather staying static. this (bug?) makes locomotion very confusing and disorienting to the player.
interacting with the enviornment is also rather difficult due to the lack of hand avatars. it is nearly impossible to see where my
hands are positioned in order to grab key objects and interact with the enviornment. i have refunded the game for now, but i
truly want this game to succeed as i am a huge fan of the SCP series and i believe that the concept of exploring SCP 087 in
realtime VR is going to make a tremendous experience. this game is in a stage of critical early alpha at best. I truly look forward
to seeing where the developer takes this product, as the idea is brilliant, it just needs a bit more work.. Nice indie game but
optimization need some fixes
+ I like graphic style of this game and rts genre too
+ Soundtrack is AWESOME!!!
- birds sound is terrible and... and I hate birds now.... Well... what I can say here? This is one of the most cute, astonishingly
simple and surprisingly fun games I've seen so far.

+: EXTREMELY cute design and characters (you can choose between three witches with different attack styles).
+: Really good and not annoying soundtrack.
+: The basic idea of the game is a most simple platformer as it is, but with really unusual mechanic - you move yourself with the
recoil power from your shots, shooting and flying simultaneously, which is really hard to master at first.
+: Learning curve is very good, almost every level have some new small elements and tricks (well, I've only played through the
middle of the second world and there's 100+ levels in total, but it's still feels fresh).
+: The game is simple and absolutely not frustrating in general (it's actually the very opposite of a rage game), but every level
could be considered as a small puzzle, with its tricks and traps here and there.
+: Once again, it IS cute. And Daria is the best)

-: I'm playing with a controller and it took me three tries to find good layout for controls. The game doesn't understand the use
of triggers and D-pad, so you're left with only LB, RB, sticks and main buttons (and they're just numbered from 1 to 8). My
current layout:
LB - Touch
RB - Move
LStick - Flying
RStick - Dragging
Select - X
Start - Pause
A - OK
The rest doesn't matter, I don't use Shoot which is inverted Move, I just fly in the opposite direction when I need to attack an
enemy. With this you can choose the mode (flying or dragging) with one hand and move the target with the other hand, and you
just switch hands when it needed.
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-: It's actually the consequence of the previous one (the partial controller support): the navigation in the menus with the
controller is a bit clumsy, and OK button in the options doesn't work, everything just being applied instantly. Well, maybe it's
really meant to be played with mouse only, but it's just a little inconvenience.

Overall, it's a really good game. But I bought it on summer sale and... it's OK - I think, I want at least some simple plot for the
full price. But even without sale it's a good choice.

There is no story in Miracle Fly. The characters are just having fun in the Dream World. So, let's have fun together. ^^

upd: After clearing world 5, I have to say that many people may need to add <SARCASM> tag here. :P But the review is still
actual in its fullest, the game just becomes exponentially more challenging with each level and it is a REAL mind-blowing
puzzle now at times. But controller' controls sometimes become a source of big frustration, especially when you need a really
precise movement.. M....m....money....is....gone....
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Exactly what is says it is.
Looking forward to the content coming soon.. The Blue Flamingo is a neat "art game" that has a unique artstyle created by
actually building the terrain and all the ships in miniature and then converting photographs and video of them into the
background and sprites used in the game. Somewhat defying the tendencies of "typical" art games, it's actually a shoot-'em-up,
rather than a puzzle platformer or walking simulator.

Unfortunately, that's around where the neatness ends - it's a fairly short score attack game, where you play through more or less
the same two levels repeatedly, just getting slightly more difficult each time, with very clunky controls. The shortness in terms
of content is likely due to the limitations of the artstyle, which constrained them to only having one model for the terrain
because building an impressively detailed 32-foot-long model is hard and only so many models for enemies, as those too had to
be hand-built and hand-painted, but the loose controls are less forgivable, as they combine with the lack of ability to restore your
health to make a game where you're rewarded for playing very conservatively, which ends up feeling rather boring.

In the end, I can't really recommend The Blue Flamingo because ultimately it doesn't hold up as anything except a neat visual
experience.. Had a good time with this game. It's the first of its kind that I've played on the Vive. Works great with an XBox
One controller. I will say that after around a half hour of play I started to get a little bit motion sickness. I have a pretty high
tolerance as well. I'd still recommend the game.

My video on the game: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mlsobG7lk68. Thinking about getting this game? Don't bother.

I'm a long time fan of Nancy Drew, but I never got the chance to play the first one. When the remastered version came out, I
jumped to buy it. So after four hours of gameplay, six puzzles in total, and mediocre plot, I'm confident in saying it was a waste
of my time.

I'll spare you the spoilers, but the lack of interesting characters paired with the lack of things to do, the plot fell flat. Very flat.
Flatter than a pancake. Five minutes into the game, I guessed the culprit, was right, and found the rest of the game incredibly
tedious. The entire game revolves around a giant puzzle which has no clear set of instructions, and left me guessing.

It always makes me sad when I see such a horrible game delivered by Her Interactive (anyone remember when the games were
actually good?), because I know they can do so much better. So my advice? Stick with the older games, ignore the graphics, and
savor the plot and amazing voice acting, because we are definitely lacking that now.
. And again, like its predecessor Zeno Clash 2 is not a bad game. The surreal art and story are still good and the graphics are
upgraded with the use of Unreal engine. But the main fighting mechanics still feels unsatisfying. If you are a fan of the first
game, get this on sale.. Loved the art in the vn, love it in here. I'm happy we were able to get a copy of it in English. I do wish
that some of the little colored comics they gave us were in English though.

Just leaving this here to show my support to the team at ALICE IN DISSONANCE. Looking forward to the next vn. :D

. ( \u0361\u2609 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u2609). Charming and delightful, a short little game well worth your time.
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